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1. Introducing the Ficto/critical

Advance on the thesis: academic and literary writing intersect in literary theories.
The newly resultant textual form is therefore distinguished by the simultaneity of
academic non-fiction and fiction – or: criticism and literature, theory and fiction.
This artificially wrought unity of allegedly separate and institutionally opposed
textualities and their means presents a curious syzygy. In a word: fictocriticism.
Such at least has been the idea for some time now.
But then, sometimes, theoretical fictions of this kind incorporate textual or
conceptual frictions that make perceptible the stuff and processes from which they
are wrought, while at the same time giving enlightening and instructive direction
to these performatively experiential insights. Now that shall be the theory. Outside
of which remains of primordial importance only the practice of our reading and
writing – ficto/critically, as it were. As always, the crux of the matter consists in
its intersections. Here most significantly in the between that is both the textual
relation and our wider discursive relating through it. So much, perhaps, up front,
as an advance on the (slashed) ficto/critical to come.
Antecedently, I will offer you here only a rather rough sketch of the fictocritical,
to begin with. The name “fictocriticism” is often evoked to subsume motivated
experimental writing practices that confound, and thereby problematise, the generic distinctions between fiction and criticism, between fiction and non-fiction,
between philosophy and literature. Fictocritical texts are usually playful in tone
and experimental in attitude. At the same time, fictocritical writing is often ethically motivated as well as heavily in/formed by, mostly poststructuralist, theory.
Bringing fictional means into the realm of generic academic writing, for example,
fictocriticism augments the conceptual relation of such – often anaemic – nonfictional texts with the more affective relation of a literary reading. But the literary
aspects in fictocritical texts not only contribute an experience that is generically
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excluded from academic writing. In fact, their literary imagery often subtly acquires conceptual significance for the academic discourses thus addressed. Even
more profoundly, in so doing the fictocritical sometimes perceptibly stages the
fictional premises of non-fictional writing. Arguably, fictocriticism thus aspires to
present a critique via form – which, as I later want to establish, is most effective
where the per/form/ative aspects of textual form enter the equation self-reflexively.
Fictocriticism first emerged under this name in the 1990s at the fringes of the
Canadian art-scene (Flavell 2009) and within – albeit at the (perceived) margins
of – the Australian academy, where the introduction of postgraduate degrees combining units in creative writing and literary theory provided a productive institutional environment that has propelled such writing (Brewster 1996a). Since then,
fictocritical textual practices have become increasingly prolific internationally –
if not always under that name1 – and gained further institutional currency, especially in Australia. Importantly, in the university context fictocritical writing has
originated and proliferated in proximity to the fertile grounds of contemporary
feminist, post/colonial, queer, and other marginal/ised discourses which, at that
historical moment, acutely experienced a lack of academic speaking positions
available to them. One frequently offered narrative explains that a different kind
of textual form was required in order to narrow the gap between the official academic voice and these respectively situated personal speaking positions. The rationale of this story is that writers with such personal motivational backgrounds
and equipped with the theoretical wherewithal broke the generic textual structures
in their respective academic subjects in an attempt also to break with the wider
discursive structures that kept their respective speaking positions marginal/ised,
not only at the academy.
Indeed, much fictocritical writing focuses on the intersecting discursive relations between the differentially structured linguistic, corporeal, social, and environmental fields, all of which, firstly, impact on an individual’s formation of self
in relation to the world and other and, secondly, are usually heavily mediated
through text-discursive formations. Thus, I want to suggest, the nucleus of fictocritical writing practices can be marked as a form of textual resistance – in theory
and practice – to common generic distinctions in combination with an ethical motivation against linguistic-discursive practices of marginalisation and domination.

1

There is a plethora of applicable and related labels in use. To name but a few: creative
non-fiction, fiction-theory, paracriticism, autobiographical non-fiction, critifiction,
crypto-friction, writing-between, etc.
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The point of interest here is that in conflating generically separated textual approaches, fictocritical writing performatively directs attention to our dominant
textual practices and the particular functions they often serve within our wider
discursive practices, such as differential identity formation in relation to the world
and others. In many ways the precise connection between these two aspects of
fictocriticism – between genre-subversion and marginal/ised speaking positions,
between the text-discursive and the wider discursive, between the fictional and the
ethical, theory and criticism – is the main subject of this thesis. In pursuit of this
question the careful study of marginal fictocritical texts and writing practices can
still yield significant insights into our textual practices in general if we only dare
to re/examine, on a systemic level, the mechanisms and constellations that fictocritical texts deploy differently.
Alternatively, a helpful introduction to fictocriticism can be assembled by
quoting three influential passages that sketch an enticing little history of the idea
via the practice, the concepts behind it, and the term hovering above it. This triad
of references often features in introductory passages on the topic (e.g. Robb 2001:
5) – a fact that has since itself become the object of some critical investigation
(e.g. Flavell 2009).
Firstly, as early as the mid-eighties, in her text “Poststructuralism and the
Paraliterary”, Rosalind Krauss has perceptively observed the following development:
“[S]tudents, having experienced the collapse of modernist literature, have turned to the literary products of postmodernism, among the most powerful examples of which are the
paraliterary works of Barthes and Derrida. If one of the tenets of modernist literature had
been the creation of a work that would force reflection on the conditions of its own construction, that would insist on reading as a much more consciously critical act, then it is not
surprising that the medium of a postmodernist literature should be the critical text wrought
in a paraliterary form. And what is clear is that Barthes and Derrida are the writers, not the
critics, that students now read.” (1986: 292, original emphases)

This pivotal shift in perspective, which recognises the literary value of critical and
theoretical works and allows for a reception attitude of productive generic confusion, certainly functions as a precursor to fictocritical writing practices. Coming
from a focus on theory and criticism, Krauss uses the term “paraliterary” to good
effect but, changing direction, “paracritical” or “paratheoretical” might have been
just as apt. For the present study, two things are especially remarkable: firstly, how
Krauss already senses a creative relation between (modernist) meta-reflections
and (post/modernist) experimentation and, secondly, how she also references
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“reading as a much more consciously critical act” (ibid, my emphasis), for which
the writerly and critical acts almost converge on the page – as the quotation’s last
sentence would suggest.
Secondly, in an interview with Derek Attridge for Acts of Literature, Jacques
Derrida effectively corroborates Krauss’s assessment of the generic boundaries
with this statement:
“I don’t feel at ease either with a rigorous distinction between ‘literature’ and ‘literary criticism’ or with a confusion of the two. What would the rigorous limit between them be? […]
Yet I would not say that we can mix everything up and give up the distinctions between all
these types of ‘literary’ or ‘critical’ production (for there is also a ‘critical’ instance at work
‘in’ what is called the literary work). So it is necessary to determine or delimit another space
where we justify relevant distinctions between certain forms of literature and certain forms
of … I don’t know what name to give it, that’s the problem, we must invent one for those
‘critical’ inventions which belong to literature while deforming its limits.” (1992a: 52, original emphasis)

On the one hand, there is palpable anticipation here to thoroughly deconstruct –
theoretically and performatively – the dichotomy “between ‘literature’ and ‘literary criticism’” (ibid: 52). The generically in-between space that Derrida envisions
as the place from which to reflect and change fixed generic patterns also opens,
on another level, the designated aporetic realm that would succeed such deconstructive processes. On the other hand, Derrida perhaps already sensed the systemic difficulty of putting a quasi-generic label to something paraliterary that
could be so formally unpredictable and diverse – coming, as it would, with the
same force and justification from both sides of a divide that it aims to put under
erasure. Possibly then, he knowingly did not actually provide the name he called
for, granting these practices just a little longer in their quasi edenic state avant la
lettre, because a name, any name, would hasten in, from an unexpected angle, the
very forces of genre these practices aim to exorcise. In any case, each of these
aspects will become relevant for the theory of the (slashed) ficto/critical that the
present study shall eventually advance.
Thirdly, Stephen Muecke has prominently referenced this Derridean challenge
for a name in his exemplary fictocritical essay “The Fall” (2008b), which was first
published under the more definitionally ambitious title “The Fall: Fictocritical
Writing” (2002): “Once Jacques Derrida, the French Philosopher, asked us for a
name […]. The name we would have given him was ‘fictocriticism’, but he went
on anyway to write, and perform, critically, and sometimes fictionally, for instance
by telling stories while making his philosophical arguments.” (2008b: 18) By thus
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cleverly indicating that the lack of a name has never harmed the practice, Muecke
still appears to establish the ingenious term “fictocriticism” in direct response to
Derrida for what Krauss called a paraliterary criticism. Notably, Muecke here
adapts the collective markers “us” and “we”, presumably speaking for the loose
conglomerate of writers operating under the name fictocriticism at the time. However, this general gesture was soon to be offset by different more specific and more
motivationally inflected perspectives that individual writers have since assumed
together with the name.
In any case, this introductory triad of quotes, each of which contributes to a
useful definition of fictocriticism, constructs only one – albeit powerful – narrative. It has the obvious advantage of delivering a history of the idea that is closely
linked with the term: fictocriticism emerged at a point in time when the critical
text was increasingly wrought in paraliterary form. In theory, it marks the consequential space where critical inventions that belong to literature as well as literary
inventions that pertain to criticism become interventions as they proceed to deform
the respective limits of their genres from an undefined space somewhere in-between. One ready way to figure fictocritical textual practice, in this sense, is the
intersection, on the page, of storytelling with philosophical arguments – making
the two indistinguishably reliant on each other. This figurative aspect, too, will
become centrally important for the refined model of the (slashed) ficto/critical that
the present thesis later proposes. However, although this second rough sketch,
again, captures central traits of the fictocritical fairly well, it may still not tell the
whole story. There are certainly other legitimate and important narratives, which
emphasise different aspects of the fictocritical that need to be taken into account.
In her study Writing-Between: Australian and Canadian Ficto-Criticism
Helen Flavell has made the effort to retrace the historical itinerary of the neologism “ficto-criticism”, which she hyphenates, via Frederic Jameson, to the Canadian artist and art critic Jeanne Randolph (2004: 193-203). Against this background, she could then critically respond to Muecke’s version of the naming narrative in “Who Killed Jeanne Randolph? King, Muecke or ‘Ficto-Criticism’”
(2009). Significantly, Flavell contextualises her historical research with reference
to the genesis of fictocritical writing practices as a form of experimental feminist
writing (2004: 140-90, esp. 158-70). Thus, on top of historical accuracy, Flavell
also echoes the strategic move to claim fictocriticism not so much as a feminist
thing (ibid: 163-5) but, figuratively, as a feminine space between in writing. Such
are the origins of the fictocritical that Flavell’s extensive research between Canada
and Australia reveals. On this basis, however, it should already be noted here that
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her specific conception of (hyphenated) ficto-criticism emphasises its cross-cultural signature as a hybrid form of writing in equal measure – as is evident in her
reading of Fred Wah’s Diamond Grill (1996), for example (Flavell 2004: 62-7).
Importantly, Flavell thus both highlights and exemplifies something that is not
as prevalent in Muecke’s “The Fall”, namely a positioned involvement, in terms
of personal interest, that in/forms fictocriticism. In this sense, Flavell’s academic
thesis also marks a feminist intervention in the perpetuation of narratives surrounding the fictocritical – and in this sense her academic work is not disinterested
for good reason. Most importantly, from the perspective of the present study, Flavell thus recognises an ethical motivation as central in both her conceptualisation
of the term and her theorisation of the writing practices. Furthermore, her approach
does not merely mention this additionally, but rather makes it central to her theory
of the (hyphenated) ficto-critical.
Arguably, while both of these narratives are valid – up to a point – and important, they also both have their weaknesses. While Muecke’s Derrida narrative
suggests an evocative and almost explanatory scenario, which yet falls short of
including the central motivational aspect of fictocritical writing, Flavell’s genealogical narrative emphasises an ethical dimension, yet tacitly participates in claiming a principally open writing practice for particular positioned backgrounds and
traditions – first and foremost, feminism and hybrid identities. Somewhat paradoxically, such moves claim the special brand of fictocritical openness in a gesture
with exclusive tendencies. In fairness, though, Muecke has much to say on ethical
motivation for fictocritical writing elsewhere,2 and Flavell’s theorisation – which
is one of the best available to date – is much more inclusive than my short and
necessarily reductive sketch would imply.
In contrast to the diachronic perspectives of Muecke’s short history of the idea
and Flavell’s historical survey, I would now like to embark on developing a more
synchronically inclined view in order to re/conceive of the fictocritical over the
course of this thesis. The intersection of fiction and criticism as well as the theoretical and ethical dimensions of textual discourse, I want to argue, need to be
made central to a systemic conceptualisation of fictocriticism that can hope to capture its various historical strands as well as possible forms to come without stifling
its subversive potential. What is yet to be achieved, I want to suggest, is a theorisation of the fictocritical that captures a defining general pattern at work in all the
different fictocritical strands and their various unpredictable textual formations.

2

E.g. “A Chance to Hear a Nyigina Song” is just one recent of many possible references
that testify to Muecke’s sustained, ethically motivated, fictocritical engagement with
inter-cultural and post/colonial concerns (2008c).
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Ambivalently, both Muecke’s and Flavell’s narratives of the fictocritical focus
centrally on the name, which is at least partly surprising because they both
acknowledge the reservation frequently encountered among fictocritical writers
that providing a name – and thus a quasi-generic label – for texts as genre-resistant
and purposively slippery as those subsumed under the name “fictocriticism” risks
turning these practices into just another genre. While Muecke tacitly concedes this
in his response to Derrida quoted above (2008b: 18), Flavell more acutely focalises the problematic implications in her “General Introduction – Fix-criticism”
(2004: 1-2). In the following section, however, I would like to refute such fears
and instead outright celebrate the ingenuity of the name “fictocriticism” by re/conceiving of it from the slightly tilted angle of a fresh approach. In other words,
where both Muecke and Flavell anchored their approaches in the historical incident of the naming, while yet remaining ostensibly suspicious of its generic implications, I would now like to reverse direction. My synchronous and systemic
re/conceptualisation of fictocriticism shall produce the virtues of the term in a
manner that, firstly, prevents the perceived dangers of generic re/territorialisation
and, secondly, accommodates both Muecke’s and Flavell’s different core emphases. Let us, therefore, dwell on this intriguing and telling name a little longer.
The Performative Compound
Among all the diverse contenders for a name, I want to argue, “fictocriticism”
presents a particularly fortunate composition because the term displays what the
writing practices it designates do. Wrought as one from the two constituent parts
fiction and criticism, “fictocriticism” functions as a performative compound already illustrating orthographically what it denotes. The hyphenated spelling variant “ficto-criticism” even adds typographical emphasis. Anne Brewster has expressed the nominal and generic amalgamation in her essay “Fictocriticism: Undisciplined Writing” thus:
“The portmanteau neologism invokes two oppositional constitutive terms, fiction and criticism. If there is a generic division or opposition which fictocriticism seeks to mediate, it is
the demarcation inscribed in academic production of the genres of high art (fiction, poetry,
drama) and the essayistic modes which purport to study them (commentary, criticism, analysis, theory). The opposition between these two genres is figured in the way we characterise
criticism, for example, as neutral and disinterested and literature as expressive of a personalised subjectivity. Another figuring of this opposition is the notion that criticism trades in
ideas; literature in states of emotion and feeling.” (1996b: 29)
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Brewster’s point is that the institutionalised generic polarity of fiction and criticism, in all its multi-faceted aspects, is already figured as overcome by the term.
But the terminologically incorporated combination of literary and non-fictional
discourse can also be re/phrased productively on various other levels. Consider,
for example, how the term similarly evokes the following oppositions:
Fiction
Fiction
Literature
Aesthetics
Aesthetics
Fiction

|
|
|
|
|
|

Criticism
Theory
Philosophy
Poetics
Ethics
Non-fiction

The most fundamental distinction here is between fictional texts that purport to
constitute a world in their own right (literature, fiction) and non-fictional texts that
purport to represent our world which exists prior to their making reference to it
(philosophy, science, theory, criticism). This distinction between truth-constituting and truth-representing discourses anticipates a central text-epistemological dimension in fictocriticism. Note that in writing these two kinds of discourse converge on the page, where they are paradigmatically indistinguishable. Fictocritical
writing, as I am going to argue throughout this thesis, makes much of this discursively unsettling textual insight.
Before advancing too far too early, however, it is perhaps worthwhile re/phrasing and expanding one insight from Brewster’s passage in particular. In the context of my home institutions – the Institut für Englische Philologie at Freie Universität Berlin (FUB) and the English and Cultural Studies department at the University of Western Australia (UWA) – a fictocritical text, thus understood, would
blur the line between the kind of primary texts we read (literature, fiction) and the
kind of secondary texts we are taught to write on them (criticism, theory, nonfiction). In particular, it would shift the institutionalised generic practice from
writing non-fiction on fiction to the fictocritical practice of writing fiction on fiction, albeit endowed with non-fictional import. In this sense, fictocritical texts are
valid fictional contributions to non-fictional debates – sometimes even to nonfictional debates on fiction. Such fictocritical turns in perspective and practice
cause the all-too familiar elements of everyday reading and writing to spin in an
academically unheard-of manner.
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Fictocritical effects of this kind, however, are not achieved by simply placing
narration and argument side by side. They need to become indistinguishable, inextricably the same thing. Here is how Heather Kerr, in her essay “Sympathetic
Topographies”, describes that strange polar unity which fictocriticism implies:
“The academic’s assertion of meaning and the narrator’s performance are paired as opposites: ‘either you fail to be moved by the text (by asking what it means, you don’t let it
work), or the text moves you (by not asking what it means, you let it work). The fictocritical
effect is to combine the fantastic transformations of fiction with critical theory.” (2001: 113)

In this sense, such texts function like picture puzzles in which both figures are
simultaneously on display and at work. Juxtaposing their respective parameters
and orientation, the figures bring each other into a paradoxical relief that requires
us to take a step back if we are to make sense of the bigger picture, rather than
taking only one of their (generic) sides. From Kerr’s perspective the fictocritical
effect and challenge thus lies in a mutually dependent generic both/and rather than
a decidable either/or. She certainly prefers the insights of an aporia over either
one-sided decision.
As a consequence of this perception, fictocriticism not only intersects generic
opposites but, in so doing, makes them excessive. Amanda Nettelbeck has expressed this pointedly in her “Notes towards an Introduction” for the seminal collection The Space Between: Australian Women Writing Fictocriticism:
“Fictocriticism might most usefully be defined as hybridized writing that moves between
the poles of fiction (‘invention’/‘speculation’) and criticism (‘deduction’/‘explication’), of
subjectivity (‘interiority’) and objectivity (‘exteriority’). It is writing that brings the ‘creative’ and the ‘critical’ together – not simply in the sense of placing them side by side, but in
the sense of mutating both, of bringing a spotlight to bear upon the known forms in order to
make them ‘say’ something else.” (1998: 4)

Thus, fictocritical texts conflate elements of these genres and their characteristic
aspects in order to create something else, that is in order not only to say something
different but to say it differently as well. Fictocriticism, and this echoes Derrida’s
point, thus creates something that can no longer be contained within the erstwhile
generic structures on which it yet feeds – a something that, in fact, ultimately necessitates a reassessment of the entire generic field and its conditions of possibility.
Nettelbeck’s suggested understanding of fictocriticism as hybrid writing has
even found typographical expression. Sometimes, as we have already seen, the
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performative term is hyphenated to visually emphasise the generic hybridity of the
form it designates: “ficto-criticism”. Especially against motivational background
concerns that arise from hyphenated identities and their hybrid speaking positions,
this textual performativity of the hyphenated spelling variant transports more than
just the generically hybrid style of fictocritical writing practices.
It will be worthwhile, in any case, to keep reminding and questioning which
oppositions are at play in the fictocritical and which are real oppositions. If fictocriticism situates itself between fiction and non-fiction, making the two indistinguishable, its value can hardly consist in bringing the alleged virtue of either side
into the realm of the other. Where fictocriticism has surplus value on offer, this
would certainly lie in aspiring to a different level entirely.
Further Fictocritical Self-Perceptions
Apart from hybridity, an entire spectrum of self-perceptions is explicit in fictocritical literature, some of which can provide further introductory characterisation of
fictocritical writing at this early stage. From the many self-stylising perceptions
that can be found in different texts, I am now going to mention only a few of those
that are frequently evidenced, have proved influential, and can furthermore serve
as first reference points to anticipate a number of shifts in perspective that my
approach will fully introduce further down.
First of all, fictocriticism is often said to create a marginal space between dominant generic forms. The notions and terminology of the space between and the
gap have been influential for some time now – testament of which is the formative
essay collection The Space Between (Kerr/Nettelbeck 1998). More than a decade
on, the space between is still the trope most readily associated with fictocriticism.
Its figurative potential has been put to good use on a number of levels, too, bringing together inter-cultural realities, inter-generic forms, and ascribing female form
to writing. But while the notion of a space between generic centres naturalises the
fictocritical at the margins, I want to maintain that this does not at all condemn it
to only marginal relevance. Quite to the contrary, theorising these deviant writing
practices may actually cast a different light on our writing practices in general.
While fictocriticism takes its historical motivation from the academic margins and
presents a generically marginal form, it may yet provide insights of central importance into our textual practices and textual culture in general. In this vein, I
would like to reinterpret the figures of the gap and the space between in such a
way that their potential for marginal writing practices can be perceived at work on
the constitutive level of our textual practices – not least, because such awareness
among textual agents would greatly enhance the radical potential, momentum, and
edge of the fictocritical.
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At the same time, fictocriticism has been hailed as genre-crossing, genre-subverting, and genre-defying writing that is not itself a textual genre but a writing
practice. It is thus not only about writing in the sense of the written, but about
writing as a process, as a kind of textual performance. According to this view,
fictocriticism is not a fixed textual form at all, but a performative writing practice,
whose outcomes are therefore unpredictable on the textual level. Therein lies the
genre-defying strength of fictocriticism, which has been characterised, in Deleuzian terms, as “deterritorialising” (Flavell 2004: 42-3) because it breaks (with)
supposedly fixed structures, makes them move, and thus opens a realm of potential
to re/structure known fields. This is a revolutionary impetus in fictocriticism that
cannot easily be explained away in the dominant terms it ventures to critique. And
yet, I want to maintain, there is also a sense in which it is problematic to call
something as territorially rigid and fixed as an inscribed textual structure de/territorialising. If fictocritical writing is de/territorialising, the resulting fictocritical
text as the trace of that process is, by contrast, a thoroughly territorial structure.
Note that this is a constitutive feature of the textual medium. Hence, different,
better, and even fictocritical writing cannot get around this fact. What we need
therefore is a complementary understanding of how fictocritical texts can elicit
de/territorialising readings. Ultimately, our theorising of the fictocritical needs,
firstly, to narrow perspective from a general genre-defying tendency to the paradigmatic acts that create this force and thus, secondly, to expand perspective from
the inscribed structures of the textual work to include our textual acts of reading
and writing.
Fictocritical writing is also frequently characterised as self-reflexively aware
of the practices it engages. Importantly, fictocriticism not only includes some
other forms of writing in the critique it mounts but also its own writing. As a result,
this kind of self-reflexivity is usually circumspectly aware of its own practices and
their consequences when criticising others – which brings to mind my parent’s
advice to always think twice before finger-pointing because in the event three of
my hand’s fingers would be pointing right back at me. Fictocriticism makes a virtue of this awareness as its kind of critique engages in finger pointing only through
a self-reflexively inclusive gesture. Note that this circumspect kind of self-reflexivity is also just one example of a certain post-critical attitude sometimes ascribed
to fictocriticism, which avoids the moral high ground of philosophy (Muecke
2008a: 14). By contrast, the post-critical aim is to not simply assume a privileged
speaking position from which to judge, but to at least reflect this assumption in
the act. Similarly, much fictocriticism avoids claims to generality and objectivity,
proposing partial and situated knowledges instead. A non-transcendental tendency
and prioritisation of the local can often be discerned as well. Not so much despite
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as in harmony with these perceptions I will later argue that there is also a different
kind of self-reflexivity wrought by fictocritical texts that does give general import
to their critique of our textual practices.
A broader post-critical attitude in fictocriticism also follows from the insight,
often grounded in experiences at the margins, that even the assumed academic
objectivity is not wholly disinterested. In fact, where the academic claim to objectivity has been experienced or perceived as a mechanism of domination, the fictocritical reaction has often been to acknowledge one’s own situated position while
still critiquing the mechanisms one deploys, in order to avoid replicating them as
mechanisms of domination. Thus, quite to the contrary, fictocriticism often follows a strong emancipatory impetus and agenda from the respective marginal positions that have engendered it. While there is a strong feminist strand of fictocritical writing for which the term will have specific connotations, there is also a
broader enlightenment element in fictocritical emancipatory tendencies that goes
hand in hand with a non-colonising and empathetic attitude towards its subject
(Flavell 2004: 296). Additionally, I want to argue, we need to understand such
tendencies as also relating to the mediating agent who is at work on the fictocritical
text – notably both reader and writer. There is thus an emancipatory impetus that
pertains to the agent position of textual relating.
Another common perception of fictocriticism emphasises its saturation with
theory. In this view, the fictocritical is a kind of writing that feeds theoretical, and
mostly poststructuralist, thought into literary practice – as the previous quotations
from Krauss and Derrida clearly suggest. Not only does theory feature in fictocritical texts, though, but fictocritical writing also puts these thoughts to practice, letting them in/form the writing on several levels. With regards to the self-reflexive
disposition of fictocritical writing, therefore, special attention is commanded
where its more theoretical passages relate to linguistic and textual practices. Ultimately, I want to suggest that these moments provoke a curious scenario of shortcircuitry that is still under-theorised as a central fictocritical characteristic.
What is more, fictocriticism frequently deploys post/modern literary means in
a manner that endows their supposedly aimless playfulness with practical direction and ethical import. The result is not a post/modern playfulness that would
spiral out of control into irrelevant realms, but one that serves a self-reflexive
movement which is ultimately grounded in our textual practices. At this crucial
point, I want to suggest, fictocriticism’s theoretical interest, performative experience, and ethical motivation culminate in a fictocritical trope that is yet to be assessed and theorised properly. And to provide just this theorisation is the main
goal of the present thesis. One central challenge will thus be to think together the
surprising fictocritical short-circuitry between post/modern literary theory and
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practice with its resulting performatively self-reflexive awareness, on the one
hand, and a fictocritical ethical import, on the other.
Some Previous Theorisations
Additionally, it is worth noting that fictocriticism has previously been theorised
either according to its respective underlying ethical motivations or with regards to
its more formal features. Several possible strands of conceptualising the fictocritical have thus emerged. Yet none of them can claim to fully accommodate the
other perspectives in a transcending model because either they have been formulated position-strategically, which makes them tendentiously exclusive, or they
neglect central fictocritical elements that other strands have prioritised. Subsequently, another challenge for this thesis will be to retain the possibility of all these
salient features in an embracing model that still remains open to potential new
forms not yet in evidence. As yet another introductory exercise it will be helpful
to consider a few of these previous strands. In so doing, it will be furthermore
productive to point out both their virtues and shortcomings in preparation of a new
model of the fictocritical.
Firstly, fictocriticism has often been theorised in terms of its marginal/ised
provenances. The single most significant strand in this respect has conceived of it
as a special form in the tradition of experimental feminist writing. In opposition
to male-connoted and -dominated academic discourse, fictocriticism has been cast
figuratively as the female form. Perhaps the best-known example in this vein is
the aforementioned collection The Space Between, but a more recent volume of
the online journal Outskirts (Bartlett 2009) has been dedicated to fictocriticism
from a feminist perspective, too. Notably, in both of these concentrated publications an element of strategic essentialism is well-balanced by the texts’ circumspect and self-aware positioning, which underscores the motivational aspect of
writing female speaking positions differently, with fictocritical means, while simultaneously critiquing the marginal/ising discursive powers and male-writerly
principles that be.
Similarly, it is possible to conceive of fictocriticism in terms of queer theory
as a form of queering genre. In this sense, fictocriticism presents a specific form
of genre-crossing textual practices that not only align figuratively with but also
contribute practically to wider discursive gender- and boundary-crossing interests.
Again, the motivational aspect here derives from specific speaking positions that
aim to critique dominant discursive structures with a view to deconstructing the
hierarchical dichotomy that keeps them marginal/ised (e.g. Probyn 1996). Such a
queer strand of understanding fictocriticism may be less in evidence than its prom-
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inent feminist counterpart, but the motivational parallels between them are striking. Of the primary texts in this study, for example, Katrina Schlunke carefully
considers the connection between a queer identity and her fictocritical output in
Bluff Rock: Autobiography of a Massacre (2005: esp. 199-208). However, while
Schlunke clearly perceives the logic behind queer speaking positions opting for
writing fictocritically, she does not claim such practices as a predominantly queer
form. Instead, other aspects of fictocritical writing, such as its text-cultural and
text-ideological implications with regards to history prove more centrally important to her project.
More frequently in evidence, again, is a post/colonial studies approach to conceiving of fictocriticism. This strand theorises ficto-critical writing – usually in its
hyphenated variant – as the figuratively predisposed textual form to deal with
cross- or inter-cultural hybridity. Again the motivational impetus here derives
partly from marginal/ised speaking positions that demand a textual form suitable
to convey their hybrid identity defining experiences, and partly from the urge to
mount a post/colonially inflected critique of continuing – even systemic –
(text)discursive praxes of domination. This perspective is especially pertinent in
the work of Fred Wah, for example, whose book Faking It: Poetics & Hybridity –
Critical Writing 1984-1999 (2000) presents what amounts to a theory of the fictocritical along these lines in ficto-critical form. From the many texts that lend themselves to such a post/colonial reading of ficto-criticism, perhaps George Alexander’s Mortal Divide: The Autobiography of Yiorgos Alexandroglou / Γιώργος
Αλεξανδρóγλου (1997) should also be mentioned here.
These respective motivational backgrounds that have engendered fictocritical
writing, although genetically significant, are yet insufficient to conceptualise it as
a quasi-genre. While each of them marks an occasion to which fictocritical writing
can contribute considerable momentum, none of them can lay exclusive claim to
providing the terms in and on which to understand the fictocritical. Hence, the
challenge in re/conceiving of the fictocritical is to bundle its strands and weave a
mutually incorporating threat from them, a model that can accommodate both the
motivational logic behind the marginal/ised speaking positions that have turned
fictocritical and the powerful figurations that have enabled the respective strands
to lay claim to fictocriticism as a form. A new theory thus needs to capture the
common motivational pattern behind writers from marginal/ised speaking positions to engage their issues and concerns fictocritically. It also needs to maintain
and enhance the figurative potential that these different strands have mobilised for
their models. Plus, such a theory also needs to account for the textual levers that
fictocritical writers avail themselves of differently to advance their specific cases
and causes.
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Secondly, there are also more formally oriented ways of conceptualising fictocriticism that have pursued different routes. On the one hand, it is indeed plausible to think of academic textual genres that have turned fictocritical at a moment
of great, mostly poststructuralist, theoretical influence. There is no shortage of
examples to back this claim. Greg Dening has endowed the history essay with his
own fictocritical flavour that can be sampled, for example, in the collection Performances (1996). Michael Taussig has pioneered unheard-of, fictocritical ways
of writing that deviate from generic ethnographic treatises in books such as The
Magic of the State (1997) or What Color is the Sacred? (2009) and other anthropologists, like Kathleen Stewart with her Ordinary Affects (2007), have followed
this general direction in their own idiosyncratic ways. Alphonso Lingis is one philosopher who has taken his subject on a fictocritical itinerary in publications such
as Trust (2004) or The First Person Singular (2007), to name but two. Likewise,
Meaghan Morris or Katrina Schlunke have turned their cultural studies writing
fictocritical, as is evident in texts such as Identity Anecdotes: Translation and Media Culture (Morris 2006) or “Ethnografts” (Schlunke 2008). Earlier, Ann Game
and Andrew Metcalfe’s book What is Passionate Sociology? (1996), arguably,
made the case for their discipline to do likewise. On the other hand, the reverse
theorisation, which conceives of fictocriticism as a form of theory-driven literature, is equally legitimate. While certain works in the predominantly literary output of Aritha van Herk, J.M. Coetzee and Gail Jones, for example, would convincingly make this case – such as Places Far From Ellesmere: a Geografictione –
Excavations on Site (Van Herk 1990), Elizabeth Costello (Coetzee 2003), and Fetish Lives (Jones 1997) – it should still be noted that their entire oeuvre hardly fits
the description. In any case, an encompassing theorisation of the fictocritical needs
to find a model spacious enough to accommodate both of these possible perspectives.
Furthermore, the fact that in most fictocritical writing the speaking position is
not disinterested but personally situated, located and involved – while often also
cultivating a jocular attitude – has provoked comparisons to the tradition of New
Journalism. However, while it may seem intuitively right to group some fictocritical writers – Michael Taussig comes to mind – and their output together with Tom
Wolfe, Hunter S. Thompson or Joan Didion, the same cannot be maintained
throughout (neither, of course, would it be helpful to reduce the tradition of New
Journalism to such stellar names alone); not least, because there is usually a much
greater degree of theoretical knowledgeability and self-reflexive writerly awareness at play in ambitious fictocritical writing. While there may be proximity and
certain similarities between Fictocriticism and New Journalism, it should be clear
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that the defining moments of the fictocritical lie elsewhere – as has been the recurring point for all the self-perceptions and theorisations considered thus far.
The last strand that I would like to mention here in any detail takes its cue from
much earlier than New Journalism. Fictocriticism, which has predominantly favoured essay length texts, has also been conceived of in terms of the French essai,
meaning attempt, trial, or test. Whereas the essay form used to be precisely an
unfinished attempt on a subject, in academia it has long since coagulated into fixed
manners of dealing with certain subjects in certain ways. Aspiring academics are
groomed to write a pre/scribed kind of essay, which is prerequisite to establishing
themselves in their fields. In other words, to master a discipline one has to become
the disciple of its textual form. By contrast, the fictocritical essay is still claimed
as a consciously experimental and provisional writerly attempt as opposed to a
finished treatise by an academic author/ity. This, of course, is the tradition of
Michel de Montaigne’s essays (2012), but perhaps also the experimental Gertrude
Stein evident in Look at Me Now and Here I Am (2004) as well as the perceptive
Joan Didion of The White Album (1990) – both of whom have their own distinct
credentials as fictocritical forerunners – could be cited as later proponents in this
vein.
If taken seriously, however, a problem arises for this perspective. Treating the
essay as essai basically claims a fluidity and transience for the textual content that
is performatively contradicted by its medial form. Just as the textual medium is in
and of itself a territorial structure, so its inscriptions are, paradigmatically, neither
fluid nor transcendental. This, of course, changes as soon as interactive and hypertextual means enter the equation with digital media, whose implications and
possibilities Kathrine N. Hayles has examined in her Writing Machines (2002).
Simon Robb, for example, has argued for (1996) and engaged in (2001a, 2001b)
fictocritical hypertext – or: “electric fictocriticism” (1996: 100), as he calls it – for
his fictocritical doctoral thesis. In the last instance, however, I would maintain that
digital text provides such a wealth of means to create fictocritical effects precisely
because paradigmatically a textual structure, which we can meaningfully read or
write, is a rigid and territorial affair. While fictocritical means often aim to partly
disrupt the mechanics of our ingrained textual practices, I want to suggest, their
critique usually relates very much to our paradigmatic understanding of these textual practices and their wider discursive and cultural implications.
In the same manner, the experimentally provisional and transitive attitude of
much fictocriticism needs to be taken in conjunction with the critique of our textual practices it mounts. For example, the performative contradiction of writerly
ideal and medial parameters sometimes creates a relief that actually propels the
fictocritical theory and critique of our textual practices onto the meta-level. What
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is required in this light is a reassessment of the conditions of the possibility of our
textual practices and the ways in which fictocritical writing conducts them differently. A new theory of the fictocritical, I want to argue, needs to focalise this selfreflexive turn onto the meta-level. Thus, instead of following the above strands in
burdening ever more contextual baggage onto the notion of the fictocritical –
knowledge that these texts do not always contain or convey, but which they yet
require the reader to bring to the encounter – the present approach shall closely
examine how exactly fictocritical texts play off their understanding of the constitutive medial and contextual parameters against our ingrained generic approaches
to text.
Ultimately, with regards to these different perspectives on fictocriticism the
challenge for a non-reductive and productive approach is thus to take the central
aspects of all the above strands into account for a model that can also avoid their
respective shortcomings. With this aim in sight, I am now going to outline a number of consequential shifts in perspective.
The Objects of Study
As indicated, there is now a slight preference to refer to fictocritical writing rather
than fictocriticism. This manner of speaking is, firstly, indicative of the non-generic credentials of the fictocritical, which would sit rather uneasily labelled as an
‘ism’. Secondly, the term “writing” acknowledges a shift in textual ideology: from
the author of singular, monolithic works towards the writer of productive text.
Thirdly, it implies a move away from textual form towards textual practice – emphasising writing as processual and performative: writing, rather than the written.
Having said that, for the present thesis the objects – quite literally – of study remain very much texts: fictocritical writing, precisely in the sense of the written.
Yet, my approach takes the emphasis on textual practices seriously indeed. Hence,
the subject of study will be writing – just as much as reading. In this manner, the
erstwhile author/itative textual work shall re/emerge, in a thoroughly de/centred
model, as comprised of writerly and readerly textual acts. While the textual medium thus remains central to the equation, it presents simply the anchor around
which the textual work is paradigmatically de/centred – split between the two linguistic-discursive agents at work.
Additionally, the focus on the textual objects is divided by the twofold nature
of this matter between, firstly, the manifestly inscribed textual structures on the
page and, secondly, the discursive structures enshrined therein, which we access
in reading but may perceive and interpret differently in our readings. In this sense,
the following study examines the relationship between, firstly, the manifest medial
substrate of our writing and reading and, secondly, the mediations, or readings,
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pre/structured thereby. Anticipating even further, we could formulate that the objects of study are manifestly inscribed ficto/critical textual constellations that, qua
media, p/re/structure the realm of possible re/configurations for their enshrined
discursive constellations in our readings and (re)writings. As a result, the textcultural practices of reading and writing in a certain way – generic or deviant –
enter the picture, turning formerly static textual analysis into a more performance
oriented text-cultural analysis. As generic and fictocritical reading enter the picture – already cast as opposites – this study remains textually based, but its primary
interest shifts towards our textual practices; especially towards our wider textual
relations as practices of relating textually.
The main question shall no longer be what characterises fictocritical texts, but
rather what effect fictocritical texts have on our textual acts – or better: what fictocritical effect some texts have on the linguistic-discursive agent. Hence, the
point is not to collect the definitional textual characteristics of fictocriticism but
to ask, firstly, how fictocritical texts deploy their means within the text-medial
parameters differently and, secondly, what is so distinctly fictocritical about the
effect this creates. Thus departing from the textual objects of study towards our
text-cultural relations and mediations of reading and writing as the subject of study
effectively de/centres the literary work from a fixed textual notion – epitomised
by the finished book – into the literary work that is comprised of the different
textual acts that paradigmatically relate (to) the text: writerly production and readerly reception. For the thesis approach, proceeding in this manner implies, firstly,
a distinct textual theory that accounts for the complex encapsulated and translational structures of textual inscription and discursive understanding in terms of the
fictocritical as well as, secondly, a broader text-cultural analysis – rather than just
textual analyses – that allows for the wider discursive significance of our ingrained
textual practices as well as for fictocritical ways of resisting them.
A Possible List of Fictocritical Textual Features
Although this study has good reason to emphasise fictocritical strategies and effects at the expense of (whichever) fixed textual features, it is, of course, still possible, legitimate, and even helpful to list some conspicuous textual features that
are frequently evidenced across fictocriticism. We only need to keep in mind that
there is little definitional value in such a list. While a set of quasi-generic textual
markers can provide a good retrospective introduction to the existing field, it cannot serve as a guide to what makes texts fictocritical – and this point relates back
to the above distinction between the objects of study and the subject of this study.
Because fictocritical effects are produced between text and linguistic-discursive
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agent, different textual features will be more or less effective to fictocritically address different linguistic-discursive contexts, textual cultures, and idiosyncratic
backgrounds. Important is thus not which textual features there are but what they
can do strategically in conjunction with given textual agents and their respective
contexts. At least this level of abstraction from textual features is required, I want
to argue, if we want to capture but not arrest the subversive potential of the fictocritical, which unfolds only in the interplay between these ultimately variable parameters.
On the back of these cautionary remarks, however, I still want to offer one
possible list of fictocritical textual features below – firstly, because at this introductory stage it will help to further fine-grain the picture of fictocriticism and,
secondly, because it will serve as a good basis from which then to research the
patterns according to which such textual means are deployed strategically to trigger fictocritical effects in the specific contexts of our textual practices. What follows are thus just some possible entries in such a list.
For example, fictocritical writing frequently opts for the subjective perspective
of the first person singular, often paired with an invested personal interest in the
subject matter of the text, yet circumspect in attitude. The reason behind this
choice usually lies in a motivated critique of the allegedly withdrawn, depersonalised and objective voice of the academic essay. For instance, most of the essays
in The Space Between (Kerr/Nettelbeck 1998) are prime examples of this. Thus,
far from being a mere formal preference this feature is, in fact, deployed against a
certain generic textual conduct of which the texts are critical. Note, however, that
some fictocritical texts also emphasise their subjective first person singular perspective literarily in order to play with the fictionalising distance between narrator
and author, rather than implying an almost journalistic intersection of the two.
Michael Taussig, for example, fictionalises his non-fictional research and speaking position in The Magic of the State (1997). The result is often a degree of uncertainty regarding the epistemological status of the writing. Other fictocritical
texts create similar effects by opting for the second or third person singular to
present their involved perspective. For example, Aritha van Herk deploys the
shifter “you” to this fictocritical effect in Places Far From Ellesmere (1990),
while Kathleen Stewart uses “she” to re/lay her experiences and the affects they
trigger to the same effect in Ordinary Affects (2007). As the latter explains:
“I write not as a trusted guide carefully laying out the links between theoretical categories
and the real world, but as a point of impact, curiosity and encounter. I call myself ‘she’ to
mark the difference between this writerly identity and the kind of subject that arises as a
daydream of simple presence.” (2007: 5)
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Others, again, shift freely between all three options, as does Lesley Stern in The
Smoking Book (1999), for example. In other words, there is just no formal unity
on the textual level. Discernible are only different strategies, which could also take
different routes, to create certain effects. As before, the point here is that suggesting a fixed fictocritical form in this respect would defy the fictocritical point of
critiquing established textual forms and their concomitant discursive formations
via form.
Another point is that fictocritical writing often features only minimal characterisation and dialogue because its narrative or fiction is not an end in itself but
supports the theoretical argument. In this respect, fictocriticism has greater proximity to philosophical thought experiments than to the fully-fledged fictional
worlds of literature. Perhaps Stephen Muecke’s essays in the collection Joe in the
Andamans (2008) exemplify this characteristic best. At the same time, formal experimentation is a regular feature. Some fictocritical texts incorporate challenging
neologisms and curious typographical contrivances. In this respect, Aritha van
Herk’s use of the slash and curious word formations in Places Far From Ellesmere
(1990) immediately come to mind. Others let content determine form, as opposed
to academic genres that dictate one proper form for all possible cases. For example, when Stephen Muecke in his famous fictocritical travelogue No Road (Bitumen All The Way) informs us at the beginning of a fragment, which would indeed
fit on a postcard, that this is where he begins “the necessary digression which the
fragmentary narrative of tourism demands, texts no bigger than postcards” (1997:
33).
Implicitly at stake here is also the difference between learning how to write a
proper ethnography that can be applied to each and every culture you may encounter and letting the practices of the culture you study in/form your writing. This is
frequently the case in Michael Taussig’s work, for example in My Cocaine Museum (2004), where he models the structure of his text on a gold museum whose
counter-discourse he writes. Elsewhere, in his preface to Walter Benjamin’s
Grave, Taussig inimitably airs his guiding sentiment thus: “It is more like having
the reality depicted turn back on the writing, rather than on the writer, and ask for
a fair shake. ‘What have you learned?’ the reality asks of the writing.” (2006a:
viii) Note, in any case, that while philosophical thought experiments describe a
scenario to ponder, the formal experimentation in fictocritical writing makes just
such pre/scription central to the scenario. Thus, where these two connotations of
experimentation meet, writing becomes the subject matter of the fictocritical in a
twofold sense.
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Furthermore, fictocritical texts tend towards the fragmentary. Examples
abound, but Anna Gibbs’s “The Gift” (1998) is one striking example of this characteristic. The essayistic – read: essai-istic – style and format of much fictocritical
writing certainly contributes to this impression. I would supplement the following
qualification, though: fictocritical texts are often fragmentary, albeit meticulously
structured. For instance, the seemingly random fragments in Kathleen Stewart’s
Ordinary Affects still neatly link up to form a framework of theoretical considerations that keep approaching the same issue from different angles in order to illuminate their object more adequately. On the one hand there is a general fictocritical tendency against closure and whole-ness. Thus, Stewart writes “still lives”
(2007: 18-9) as momentous snapshots of her experiences, rather than a definite
memoir. On the other hand, text is favoured as discontinued and open for the interpretive work of the reader, which the writing is nevertheless at pains to
p/re/structure fictocritically.
In this sense, the unfinished state of such texts in itself is a neatly rendered
statement, which leads from the level of textual form not only onto the level of
propositional content, but furthermore towards a meta-perspective on our textual
practices of making sense of textual structures. Our readerly work is, after all, not
fundamentally different between a flowing and a fragmentary text – only the latter
makes our workings perceptible while in progress. Figuratively, the fragmentary
composition of a text thus illustrates the proposition that any textually enshrined
discursive constellation always already puts to the reader. But then, far from every
fictocritical text is fragmented, and hence there is again no formal unity here, only
patterns of textual strategies that aim at fictocritical effects.
Also, intertextual means – such as not only referencing a text but suggestively
evoking its context – are frequently put to good use in fictocriticism. On the one
hand, there is a lot of textual grafting and quoting to be found, for instance to
implicitly invoke other texts without a dominant interpretive gesture. In this manner, David Shield’s Reality Hunger: A Manifesto (2010) is a collage of quotes.
But there is also the technique to montage, onto the same page, a juxtaposition of
two texts, in order to visualise the space between them as well as making perceptible the readerly act of setting them in relation to each other. In such cases, the
intertextual space between becomes visible as the con/textual realm of the white
page. A good fictocritical example of this can be found in Stephen Muecke’s Textual Spaces: Aboriginality and Cultural Studies (1992: 101-18), but an earlier influential text in this respect is Julia Kristeva’s “Stabat Mater” (1986).
Bricolage, which is both performed and conceptualised in the seminal collective effort Reading the Country: An Introduction to Nomadology (esp. Muecke
1996), presents a further means of this kind. Krim Benterrak’s paintings in this
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publication are also a prime example of how intermediality features in some fictocritical texts – most frequently, however, in the form of photography. In this
latter respect, it is worth considering the different effects to which photography is
used in texts such as W.G. Sebald’s Die Ringe des Saturn: Eine Englische Wallfahrt (2007), Ross Gibson’s The Summer Exercises (2008), Michael Taussig’s
“Walter Benjamin’s Grave: A Profane Illumination” (2006b), Margaret Somerville’s Body/Landscape Journals (1999), or George Alexander’s Mortal Divide
(1997).
On the other hand, fictocritical texts are often protocols of reading, which conduct experimental re/readings and re/writings of other texts. Exemplary cases are
Aritha van Herk’s Places Far from Ellesmere (1990) and John Hughes’s Someone
Else: Fictional Essays (2007); more radical examples, overall, can be found in
Kathy Acker’s Great Expectations (1982) or her Don Quixote: Which Was a
Dream (1986). Notably, while in the former two examples the interpretive gesture
is certainly part of the project, it is yet only applied in a manner already in/formed
by the critique which is produced at the same time. Curiously, fictocritical writing
thus comes to function as mediation inter textus: reading a protocol of reading
adds a sense of sequence to our own textual encounter. Altogether, there is again
no fixed formal pattern here, because different strategies can achieve these desired
effects.
Furthermore, textual ambiguities are a means favoured in much fictocritical
writing. For example, consciously wrought interpretive ambiguities sometimes
create indeterminate referential status and at times epistemic uncertainties about
the text’s fictional or non-fictional relation to the world, as is epitomised by Guy
Maddin’s somnambulistic film MY WINNIPEG (2007) and seconded by the accompanying script book My Winnipeg (2009). Likewise, the clever use of shifters can
create a slippery subjectivity or even extradiegetic referential potential to address
the reader im/mediately and draw them into the intended scope of the text. A prime
example of this feature will be the subject of analysis in my close reading of
Muecke’s “The Fall” (2008b) in the second chapter. An uncertain subjectivity of
the text can also be evoked by ambiguous speaking positions, for example when
Sally and Richard Price in Enigma Variations (1995) co-author a subjective text
that features both of them in the third person perspective. The sounding out of
multiple speaking positions, by contrast, can be a fictocritical means that follows
the literary exploration of different forms of subjectivity as an ethical virtue. For
example, Steven Shaviro’s Doom Patrols: A Theoretical Fiction about Postmodernism (2007) boasts such shifting perspectival exercises. Another textual feature
of this kind are strange juxtapositions, sometimes of textual types, sometimes of
paradoxical statements that challenge the text-interpretive work. The effect of
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such juxtapositions is that they increase the amount of conceptual work required
to accommodate these seeming contradictions, to understand the text and make
sense of it. Textual ambiguities, too, aim to create fictocritical effects. They are
not to be confused with fixed generic markers but need to be recognised as textstrategic means to an end.
Two more textual features, of which we will hear much more below, are the
self-reflexive turns and textual performativity of fictocriticism. Firstly, in addition
to a self-reflexively circumspect awareness of one’s own speaking position, fictocritical texts often contain self-reflexive, at times meta-fictional, passages that
have something to say about the textuality of the text and about our reading and
writing – in particular as well as in general. In addition to Muecke’s “The Fall”,
two other essay length texts of central importance for this study provide exemplary
cases of this aspect – they are Michael Taussig’s “The Corn-Wolf: Writing Apotropaic Texts” (2010b) and Gail Jones’s “Thaumatropes” (1998). Echoing the
short-circuitous trope mentioned earlier, such meta-fictional fictocritical means
sometimes raise the non-fictional question of fiction from within fiction. Apart
from the more common content-related self-reflexivity, special attention is due to
passages in which a textual self-reflexivity gains meta-significance for our textual
practices.
Secondly, in passages of performative textuality fictocritical writing often
aims to make the text exemplary of its own contention, to make it perform what it
constates, not unlike the performative compound. In this sense, fictocriticism
avails itself of the means under critique – most broadly: our textual practices – in
a manner that already implements insights of that critique. Again, Michael
Taussig’s “The Corn-Wolf” is exemplary in this respect as his text on countermagic practices itself becomes an exercise of the apotropaic. Two other novel
length texts of central importance for the present study exemplify this aspect brilliantly – they are Katrina Schlunke’s Bluff Rock (2005) and Aritha van Herk’s
Places Far From Ellesmere (1990). Endowed with a different kind of performativity fictocritical texts are also often composed to narrate the process of acquiring
knowledge, rather than just presenting their gained knowledge as a given. Such a
structuring works against the passive consumption of meaning – ultimately, these
texts work by making the reader work. Apart from a plain textual performativity,
then, special attention is due to passages in which the subject of the text and the
readerly performance coincide and in which our relating textually thus enters the
textually related scenario. At this stage, however, it suffices to realise that fictocriticism avails itself of different kinds of self-reflexivity and performativity to
achieve different fictocritical effects.
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Just to summarise then, none of these frequently instantiated textual characteristics are in evidence across the spectrum of fictocritical texts, which take a
diverse range of experimental forms. While I hope that the preceding list has
served an introductory function, it is important to stress, again, that its entries are
by no means to be mistaken as generic or definitional textual markers of the fictocritical. Instead they are indicative of textual strategies to create fictocritical effects. As a consequence, such lists can serve our definitional ambitions only indirectly if we are to avoid re/territorialising the fictocritical potential. In other words,
advocating a certain fictocritical form is the opposite of advocating the fictocritical
because generic textual forms and practices are the constitutive target of the fictocritical. Instead, I want to suggest, the fictocritical can offer a twofold directed
line of flight that leads, firstly, towards a meta-awareness of our textual conduct
and, secondly, indicates its implicit practical significance. What is fictocritical,
thus, is the formally generated self-reflexive effect, not just the reflexive form.
Likewise, what is fictocritical is the performative insight into formal pre/structuring, not just the performative form. Such impetus, however, can only be achieved
textually by continuously breaking with established forms, not by fixedly establishing other forms in their stead.
An Underdetermined Definition Ex Negativo
Acknowledging that lists of textual markers are insufficient to capture the defining
fictocritical characteristics forces the question of how best to venture on defining
the fictocritical instead. Working towards an answer, it will be advisable to re/consider exactly why a list that determines fictocritical form simply will not do. There
is an important claim that the fictocritical aim of exploding the tools of dominating
academic theory can only be advanced outside precisely this realm of academic
discourse, of which definitions are an essential part. A good argument is thus required to justify the definition and theorisation of a non-genre whose power has
been argued to reside in its resistance to precisely such theorisation. Once its shifts
in perspective have been allowed to emerge fully, I want to suggest, the following
approach can deliver just such an argument.
Notably, just when Amanda Nettelbeck reiterates that “[i]t is here at the intersection of literature and postmodernism, that fictocriticism appears as an increasingly familiar form”, she also warns us that “[t]o call it a ‘form’ is necessarily
simplistic, since its interest lies in its capacity to adapt various literary forms”
(1998: 4). Accordingly, exploiting the interstitial generic spaces between, fictocriticism thus comprises genre-subverting and genre-defying writing practices, yet
remains itself non-generic. Therefore, if we – somewhat paradoxically – consider
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this to be fictocriticism’s quasi-generic marker it still presents some kind of antigenre.
Likewise, with reference to the genre evoking label, Anne Brewster has alerted
us to a similar point by saying that “[t]he nomination ‘fictocriticism’ […] necessarily represents a provisional naming; its narrowness and genre-specificity belie
the dispersed emergence of the practice of fictocriticism and its generic diffuseness and indistinctiveness” (1996b: 29). In fact, precisely because the common
denominator of fictocritical practices is their resistance to genre-specificities, the
formally unpredictable aspect of these writing practices should be their one unifying virtue. As a consequence, definitional lists of positively identifiable textual
features always run the risk of arresting the resistant dynamics and subversive potential of the fictocritical. If we treat such a list as definitional, fictocritical generic
resistance goes belly up, its textual practices cease to be genre-defying and instead
turn into a generic form themselves.
And yet, surely, if we can identify texts as fictocritical, then it must also be
possible to define what exactly makes the specific ways in which they deploy fiction and mount a critique fictocritical. So, again, how can we define it? Trying to
answer this question I think it is necessary to introduce the notion of strategy into
the equation. Fictocriticism is a critique via form, but its defining marker is generic
resistance rather than a predictable textual form. It is thus defined by a strategic
pattern of breaking with generic form to fictocritical effect. In other words, fictocriticism is a strategic form of generic resistance. The fictocritical can be directed
against diverse sets of generic conventions and their functions. The target genre
could be different, yet the strategic pattern would still be instantiated accordingly.
All the particulars on the textual level could be different, but the same schematic
pattern would still emerge. What we should be looking for is not a generic pattern
but a strategic pattern of generic resistance.
Therefore, I want to argue, the fictocritical should, firstly, be defined formally
indirect – ex negativo that is – since it strategically forms against certain dominant
textual genres (which it critiques as genres of textual domination). Secondly, it
should be defined variably, so that both its target genres and textual form are left
underdetermined definitionally. Only at this level of abstraction can the fictocritical be defined as a strategic pattern of (quasi) generic resistance. In this manner,
the aim should be to formulate a pattern whose internal relations adequately reflect
the constitutive fictocritical mechanisms at play while yet leaving the particular
variables underdetermined so as not to prematurely delimit the field of possible
fictocritical textual forms. Ultimately, this will yield a formula with variables on
the strategic level that, in turn, determine textual form.
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Such an indirect formulaic definitional approach to understanding fictocriticism, I want to argue, firstly, no longer re/territorialises the fictocritical while,
secondly, still allowing us to subsume the very different fictocritical strands mentioned above. The virtue of this perspective is that it can indeed accommodate
something so diffuse and unpredictable in a meaningful manner because it allows
for different textual means to be deployed strategically, fictocritically, against different generic target conventions and their respective mechanisms of domination.
Furthermore, such an understanding shall eventually enhance, rather than limit,
the fictocritical impact of texts by sensitising us, their otherwise generically expectant readers.
Aiming for such an understanding of fictocritical strategies, whose means
would then be in evidence as stylistic textual features, we are no longer concerned
with positive regulatory rules of specific genres (which fictocriticism claims to
subvert anyway). Rather, the focus of this approach shifts attention towards the
more abstract constitutive rules and mechanisms within which such rules of genre
can occur in the first place: the laws of the laws of genre (Derrida 1992b). The
concern is really directed at the conditions of the possibility (and impossibility) of
textual communication and representation.
Thus framed, fictocriticism is concerned with our linguistic-discursive and especially textual practices of being in the world. Fictocriticism is critical of the
current forms our textual practices take because of the practical effects they create
and the functions they serve in our wider discursive practices of being in the world.
Although the fictocritical scope is very much directed at the relation between self
and world, its self-reflexive point of departure is the relation between self and text.
Thus conceived, the possible forms fictocritical writing can take are only determined in relation to actual fields of writerly and readerly practices. The strategies
enacted by fictocritical texts do not follow a rigidly pre/scribed generic order, but
rather they circumscribe a fluid non-generic pattern when they flow experimentally in antagonistic relation to certain target-genres. Fictocritical strategies thus
result from within the prescriptive generic patterns under critique, but they are
designed to betray these genres by liquidising their “fictional institution” (Derrida
1992a: 37-40) in subversive textual acts.
Usually the underlying motivation for fictocritical writing derives from a dissatisfaction with our generic text-discursive practices – mostly academic – in
wider discursive contexts of both relating (to) and treating the world and an/other.
Fictocritical strategies, by contrast, lead elsewhere generically as traitorous cases
of fictive abduction. Yet their functional role is very much concerned with the
contexts from within which they derive as well as with the contingent moments
that give rise to them. In this way, the subversive fictocritical attitude towards the
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hermeneutical gesture and the moral high ground of traditional theory or criticism
is bound up with its critique of the functional role that our linguistic-discursive
practices of textual communication fulfil as a cultural technique that effects various perceived gaps, divides and the policies they enable. Fictocriticism opposes
this generic form of divide et empera. Fictocritical strategies turn towards the generic divide between aesthetic and scientific, literary and philosophical, truth-constituting and truth-representing discourses because they have a different textual
and text-practical ideology to offer when it comes to conceiving of our text-cultural techniques and the ways in which they in/form and p/re/structure our relations to the world.
The Subject of this Study
After these preliminary thoughts on how best to define fictocriticism without stifling its subversive potential in the process, I am now going to outline the subject
of this study in some more detail. A good way to announce the particular focus of
my approach might be to unpack the thesis title because it already reflects several
underlying premises and anticipates central theoretical shifts while also indicating
how the formulaically variable definitional approach characterises the project
throughout. Ultimately, the title’s phrasing shall thus emerge as displaying the
structure of both the trope of and my thesis on the (slashed) ficto/critical.
Main Title (I): Strategies
As a first statement of intent, the main thesis title focuses on the strategic side of
generic resistance:
Ficto/critical Strategies
Subverting Textual Practices of Meaning, Other, and Self-Formation
Fictocriticism, fictocritical texts, fictocritical writing are now under examination
from the angle of strategic generic resistance, strategic deployment of textual
means, and the strategic aims they pursue in so doing. In this manner the title
signals that this study does not focus on anti-generic textual markers so much as
on textual strategies that are directed against generic textual forms as well as our
generic textual practices. The aim is to isolate a strategic pattern of breaking with
both genre and generic practices to fictocritical effect. As a result, my examination
shall depart from a notion of the fictocritical effect and then work its way backwards from the readerly position that realises this effect to the writerly practice
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that pre/scribed it – ultimately to the wider discursive concerns that have led to
this textual intervention.
Because there is a difference between textual performativity and the readerly
performance of a textual pre/scription, the textual focus of the present approach is
required to do justice to the performance and performativity of textual representation and communication that lies at the heart of fictocritical writing and reading.
It is not the text itself, but its recalcitrance in relation to our generic expectations,
conventions and laws (which a reader experiences in the textual performance of
reading) that is fictocritical. What can be fictocritical about a text is the encounter
with it – the textual performance that unfolds between the text and the individual
self that encounters it. It is the textual relation performed by the self that renders
a textual experience fictocritical. This textual relation can thus be twofold: the
writer can produce text fictocritically and the reader can receive text fictocritically.
This shift in perspective regarding fictocritical effects needs to be grounded in a
theory of our textual practices in general that allows for specific fictocritical strategies.
Accordingly, my use of the term “strategy” furthermore implies an underlying
(fictocritical) background understanding of our textual practices against which
certain textual means can then emerge as strategically deployed with the aim of
resisting the textual practices of given target genres. Theorising the fictocritical as
strategy allows us to leave its target genres underdetermined while yet accounting
for the different levers it sets to work. The aim is to account for the mechanisms
involved in fictocritical writing and reading – ultimately, to deliver a strategic
contraption that, depending on which actual (con)textual circumstances it is applied to, takes a different textual form, each time. Therefore, the goal is to formulate a strategic trope whose internal relations adequately reflect the constitutive
mechanisms at play in the fictocritical, while yet leaving the particular variables
un(der)determined in order not to pre/structure the textual field of fictocritical possibilities.
Positives of a Negative Definition:
Some Strategically Fictocritical Features
Accepting the route of a negative definition to appropriately theorise fictocriticism, we can now ask slightly more positively: What are these particular strategies? Which patterns do they instantiate, and what tropical figure do they cut in
the process? Furthermore, what are their specifically fictocritical effects and merits? On the back of this new perspective, our earlier list of textual features in evidence can be transformed into more positive formulations for a strategic definition
ex negativo.
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For example, some means such as fragmentary structuring or otherwise experimental form, intertextual references, and interpretive ambiguities of all kinds
serve to foreground the textual acts we are engaged in with the text. In this sense,
fictocritical texts create interpretively ambiguous situations in order to foreground
their self-consciously performative aspects – as texts, certainly, but also with regards to writing and reading. Other means, such as subjective perspective and personal involvement as well as minimal characterisation and dialogue, serve to
sharpen a text’s critical aspect. These seem to be two main axes along which fictocritical writing deploys its generically deviant textual means strategically:
firstly, there are theoretical and, secondly, critical implications directed at our textual practices. Notably, fictocritical texts link these axes in a crucial manner: the
fictocritical is marked by a clear strategic tendency towards a meta-generic perspective onto our textual practices from which both its theoretical and critical concerns take their cue. Significantly, the resulting fictocritical pattern thus amounts
to more than the sum of its two constituent parts.
By the same token, I want to argue, fictocriticism generally engages genreblurring in order to highlight, firstly, the conditions of the possibility of our generic textual practices and, secondly, their wider discursive functions. The various
textual features it deploys strategically serve either one of these fictocritical aims.
In sum, this marks a shift towards the meta-level of our generic textual practices,
towards their constitutive frame/work. By conflating truth-representing and truthconstituting discourses, fictocriticism problematises the regulatory rules of the academic genres and diverts attention to the constitutive rules of textual practices
per se. Through this meta-perspective, I want to argue, the self-reflexive and performative aspects of the fictocritical gain new dimensions. Ultimately, at the centre of the strategic fictocritical pattern, there is a self-reflexive and performative
focus on the very textual practices through which we are engaging with the text’s
further critical propositions. What is at stake on the meta-level is precisely our
understanding of the paradigmatic situation of textual representation and communication in its significance for wider discursive formations.
Fictocritical texts usually contain (at least fragments of) a theory of reading
and writing, often at the same time as they themselves are already protocols of that
kind of reading or display it in some form. Yet when they offer us, from within, a
theory of the kind of activity we are simultaneously performing in accessing them
– suggesting a back-feeding movement in the reading performance that is simultaneously under scrutiny, under way and thus at stake – the performativity of this
scenario extends to, always, this side of the page, namely to the reader. Paired with
a meta-perspective, this awareness leads the reader to a vantage point from which
to realise an important fact: unlike other explanations, our understanding of what
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it is to read – and moreover what it involves to read correctly – directly affects the
practice of reading because the same entity that conceives of the practice is also
guiding the practice on the basis of this conception. Here the textual subjects at
work and at stake intersect to congruence. It is precisely this potential for a shortcircuitous power cut within the linguistic-discursive agency at work that fictocritical texts aim to tap. Paradigmatically, this happens when fictocritical writing intersects a poetics of textual practice with a textual aesthetic at the same time as it
makes that same aesthetic relevant for practically directed concerns, thereby ultimately endowing the text’s formal aspects with an ethics.
The first part of this claim is that fictocritical texts break with genre on the
textual level in order to highlight the ingrained genres of our writing and reading
practices. When they are intersecting a textual aesthetic (i.e. the literary) with a
poetics of textual discourse (i.e. literary theory), they are aiming to highlight the
conditions of the possibility of genre, firstly, by way of the self-reflexive direction
of their theoretical insights and, secondly, by way of a performative awareness of
reading and writing. Later in the thesis we shall come to understand this poeticoaesthetic aspect as a simultaneously twofold highlighting of the proposed theoretical subject in the performance – as making perceptible (aisthesis) the text-discursive workings (poiesis). This first understanding, which recognises the fictocritical
as aiming at its own conditions of im/possibility, effectively puts the fictocritical
on track as an aesthetic of deconstruction.
The second part of the claim is that fictocritical texts consciously deploy their
features strategically against a theoretical background understanding in order to
indicate how our textual performance is implicated in generic textual practices and
their wider discursive effects. Thus, when they are intersecting a textual aesthetic
(i.e. the literary) with an ethics of textual discourse (i.e. literary criticism) they aim
to endow their critical agenda with a peculiarly striking significance by way of an
im/mediate interpellation of the reader as textual agent. We shall later in the thesis
come to understand this ethico-aesthetic aspect as the edge with which both textual
form and our textual practices emerge as ethically meaningful. This second understanding additionally puts the fictocritical on track as an (im/mediately striking)
interventionist aesthetic.
Across the range of fictocritical texts in evidence is thus discernible a theory
of our textual practices, against the background of which fictocritical strategies
instantiate a distinct constellation of self-reflexive theory, experiential awareness,
and critical positions. Between these heavily interrelated elements the fictocritical
works its effects in a manner that, firstly, highlights performatively what it re/theorises constatively and, secondly, links this theoretical insight to the critical con-
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cerns it also raises in the text. In this fashion, I would like to suggest, the fictocritical departs from the vantage point of an exceptionally induced, meta-generic perspective on our textual practices simultaneously under way and under scrutiny.
The hinge between these theoretical and critical aspects emerges as the crucial
fictocritical trope. This twofold fictocritical direction and impulse shall henceforth
in/form the present research project and re/conceptualisation of the (unmarked)
fictocritical or (hyphenated) ficto-critical as (slashed) ficto/critical. In fact, the rest
of the thesis will now be an exercise in examining, defining, and refining this figure as well as spelling out some of its far-reaching implications.
Main Title (II): Ficto/criticism
The Performative Compound Revisited
Analogously, my use of the slash in the thesis title – which illustrates both the
separation and conjoining of the constituent parts and perspectives of ficto/criticism – already reflects the twofold strategic direction indicated in the previous
section:
Ficto/critical Strategies
Subverting Textual Practices of Meaning, Other, and Self-Formation
Re/conceiving of the performative compound “fictocriticism” or “ficto-criticism”
in terms of strategy, the slash in “ficto/criticism” shall henceforth mark the combined perspectival emphases of the ficto-critical and the ficto-critical.
Firstly, the ficto-critical – with an italicised emphasis on the initial part – marks
the perspective that aims to self-reflexively, performatively, and im/mediately
highlight our textual acts while theorising them differently. For example, the second chapter of this thesis is dedicated to defining, refining and elaborating this
aspect in great detail from a close reading of Muecke’s “The Fall”. To anticipate
the gist of this reading here only briefly, the ficto-critical creates an im/mediate
and theoretical awareness of one’s own textual practices under way. The first syllables “ficto-” are not emphasised on account of the means of fiction on the textual
level, but rather because eventually the fictional mode shall emerge as primary to
non-fiction in a systematic re/assessment of our textual practices. This insight,
however, stands only at the end of a thorough deconstruction, along ficto-critical
lines, of the generic hierarchy which all too readily assumes fictional language use
to feed on its allegedly primordially non-fictional capabilities.
A first glimpse of the combined self-reflexive, performative, and im/mediate
ficto-critical trope can be found in a witticism by Alice Kaplan that she formulates
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in French Lessons: A Memoir somewhere between the influence of Stéphane Mallarmé and her French teacher Ann Smock: “Literature lies and tells the truth about
lying.” (1993: 75) In other words, where literature ‘lies’ by virtue of the fictional
mode, it may yet convey both experiential truths and theoretical insights into the
nature and poetics of that mode which constitutes its fictional ‘lying’. The crucial
point is that with their special brand of self-reflexivity and performativity fictocritical texts generate both constative theoretical insights into our textual practices
and im/mediately highlight experientially our textual practices under way. In combination with their at times uncertain epistemological status, their ficto-critical
aesthetics subtly suggests a deconstructed understanding of the triad fiction, theory, and criticism, with fiction emerging as the primary term on the systemic level
– whence the emphasis.
Secondly, the ficto-critical – with an italicised emphasis on the rear part –
marks the perspective that aims to connect the ficto-critical awareness and understanding just outlined with the issues and concerns that are also being raised constatively in the text. Rather than taking their marginal provenance or textual features as indicators, this shall eventually produce a more insightful approach to
differently structured ficto/critical clusters (re)grouped according to the respective
constitutive mechanisms of our textual practices that they problematise and
re/conceive of differently.
On the one hand, the stress on the rear syllables “-critical” thus resonates
Muecke’s prompt answer to the self-posed question: “And what of the ‘criticism’
in fictocriticism? This is not about moral agendas, like, ‘I can do a critique of this
or that because I am equipped with some kind of incisive intellectual tool’. Far
from it, that kind of critic is always right, and we should steer clear of them for
that reason.” (2008a: 14-5, original emphasis) With regards to this post-critical
sentiment, the twofold ficto/critical perspective always already contains a self-reflexive gesture by rooting its wider discursive critique in our textual practices and
simultaneously routing it through each linguistic-discursive agent’s co-present
performance thereof. This self-reflexive turn in the critical gesture thus has the
virtue of turning in on its own practices before turning them on others.
On the other hand, the stress on the ficto-critical also emphasises the fact that
any such critique of our wider discursive practices is mounted first and foremost
by way of a critique of our core text-discursive practices – thus following the byway of the text’s ficto-critical aspects. In this manner, the ethical dimension of
criticism is here coupled to the poetics of praxes that we are of necessity engaging
when we encounter it in writing, in reading. Such, at least, is the dimension of
meaning that I would like to invest in Muecke’s words which immediately follow
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the above quote, namely that “when we couple criticism to fiction, to the imaginative, we seek rather to perform a kind of ethics” (ibid: 14-5). Precisely through
an unheard-of pairing of self-reflexive, performative, and im/mediate ficto-critical
aspects can ficto-critical texts develop surprising interpellatory forces that provide
an equally unheard-of edge to their respective critiques.
Thus framed, the ficto/critical is concerned with our linguistic-discursive and,
especially, textual practices of being in the world. It is critical of the current forms
our text-cultural practices take because of the practical effects they create and the
functions they serve in our wider discursive practices of relating to the world. Although a text’s ficto-critical scope is thus very much directed at the relation between a linguistic-discursive self and the world, its ficto-critical point of departure
is yet, reflexively, the relation between self and text.
Subtitle: Meaning, Other, and Self-Formation
Accruing a first refining layer, the twofold ficto/critical perspective is then unpacked in the subtitle:
Ficto/critical Strategies
Subverting Textual Practices of Meaning, Other, and Self-Formation
In fact, the twofold ficto/critical perspective examines precisely how our textual
formations of meaning – this is the ficto-critical focus – are implicated in the wider
discursive formations of self, other, and world – which is the ficto-critical focus.
With regards to the ficto-critical aspect Heather Kerr, having first noticed that
“[c]ross cultural work will frequently be at pains not to position the other as ‘text’
for commentary”, then establishes that “[l]aying bare the devices of its own production and reflecting on its deployment of disciplinary knowledges, the fictocritical effect in cultural studies writing practices is to aestheticize ethics as a selfconscious (formal) gesture” (2001: 114, original emphasis). In this observation,
Kerr recognises that what I have termed the ficto-critical kind of aestheticised
ethical writing departs from the self-reflexive meta-turn of what I have called the
ficto-critical kind of an aesthetic grounded in a poetics of writing. She lucidly envisages the complex interrelatedness of poetics, aesthetics, and ethics in the
ficto/critical, which, I want to argue, is most productively phrased in terms of the
formations of meaning, other and self.
Approaching the same complex from the ficto-critical side, Muecke then
makes the following case:
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“One might urge the interested writer not to feel that their practice has to conform to one of
another model, but to have the confidence that the problem characterizing the situation before them will surprise them into changing their practices. Like all literature, fictocriticism
experiments with ways of being in the world, with forms of subjectivity if you like.” (2008a:
15, original emphasis)

Although Muecke characteristically focuses on the writerly side of things here, his
assessment is much to the point of the ficto-critical: the aim of the interpellatory
aspects of the ficto/critical is to address – both constatively and performatively –
our textual practices in their wider discursive function of in/forming the subjectivity of the textual agent in relation to the world by way of her relation to the text.
In this sense, the self-reflexive ficto-critical stance towards our textual practices
finds its ficto-critical end in the textually effected and affected formations of the
self in relation to the other as well as in relation to the world.
In both these senses, the phrasing of the subtitle addresses the epistemological
implications of meaning formation from the ficto-critical perspective as well as
the ethical implications this might have for other and self-formation from the fictocritical perspective. The subtitle thus addresses the processes of text-discursive
meaning formation in their relevance for the wider discursive processes of other
and self-formation as well as re/formation. Using only the elements foregrounded
by the subtitle, there is also a formulaic way of spelling out the twofold ficto/critical directedness, which might help to distil the trope further. On the one hand, the
text-epistemological and text-theoretical implications of meaning formation are
concerned with the relation between the reading self and the text:
(self – text)
Using the hyphen here as a symbol for relation, or rather for the process of relating,
this is what I call the ficto-critical relation, the gist of which is that the text works
ficto-critically by making the reader work, self-reflexively. That is with its selfreflexive, performative and im/mediate direction the text works ficto-critically by
making the reader experience and re/conceive of their work of relating to the text
and making sense of its mediations.
On the other hand, the text-ethical implications of other and self-formation are
concerned with the relation between the (reading) self and the world or the other:
(self – other/world)
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This is what I call the ficto-critical relation, which concerns the practical relevance
of the insights that the ficto-critical relation can provide for certain issues and concerns. To re/phrase the foregone formulation accordingly, the text works fictocritically by getting the reader to work on themselves in terms of their relation to
the other and the world. That is with its interpellatory force the ficto-critical text
aims to rouse the reading textual agent into changing their ways of going about
their textual activities, because they are implied in the wider subjects under critique. This is how the ficto/critical removes both the academic and medial distance
of criticism and makes the issue under discussion personal for each and every receptive recipient.
Taken together, the twofold ficto/critical trope now takes the following combined formula:
([self – text] – other/world)
Although the focus of the ficto-critical relation is very much directed at the identity defining relation between self and world/other, the self-reflexive, performative, and im/mediate point of departure is of necessity the ficto-critical relation
between self and text. The ficto/critical, firstly, theoretically re/assesses the fundamental conditions of the possibility of our (generic) textual practices and, secondly, points out how these constitutive mechanisms have been deployed generically to detrimental effect. This pattern is potentially valid for all the differently
motivated ficto/critical concerns with certain discursive implications that our textual practices may have in processes of wider discursive formations.
At the same time, however, it should already be noted in these introductory
remarks that not every ficto/critical text instantiates both of these aspects in equal
measure. Most of the texts in evidence – even the primary texts of this thesis –
exemplify perhaps one aspect to a greater extent than the other or instantiate
maybe just a fragmentary picture of the ficto/critical pattern. Nevertheless, I am
going to formulate this ficto/critical ideal rather strongly in what follows because
I am convinced that it can propel our understanding of ficto/critical texts and inject
new significance into our practices of writing and reading ficto/critically. Therefore, I would like to take this pattern and its implications seriously even though
not every worthwhile ficto/critical text instantiates it in full. If they have a fragment to contribute to the bigger picture of the twofold ficto/critical understanding
or the concomitant ficto/critical background understanding of our textual practices
in general, all ficto/critical texts and their concerns, I hope, will only profit from
this kind of theorisation.
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Asymmetrically, then, the ficto-critical first brings to awareness the relation
between self and text, which is the constitutive frame for any reading experience.
As the reading process is thus frictioned by the textual structure, the frame/work
of this mediating relation is performatively foregrounded from within. At the same
time, however, this framing relation is also the subject of the relational mediation
that constitutes the reading process – it is thus made the constative subject of the
text. In this manner, a meta-commentary is provided constatively on the same kind
of textual relation that is self-reflexively brought to experience from within the
performance. Secondly, this constatively and performatively raised awareness of
the relation and relating between self and text is often given practical ficto-critical
direction by the text’s other content and the issues it raises.
As textual work, ficto/critical reading and writing practices aim at creating an
experience that simultaneously comprises an awareness and understanding of
one’s own performative relation to the text and of the practical significance and
function that this performative relation has within the wider discursive formations
of meaning, self, and other or world. In this manner, ficto/critical texts make perceptible the crucial twofold relation that always already constitutes our textual
practices. In reading, the gap between self and text is constitutively bridged, the
relation established in relating. At the same time, this constitutive bridging always
already relates the textual formation to the world through the reader and their idiocultural background. The text – whether fictional or non-fictional – is given
worldly relevance only through the reader. While the reader works on the text, the
text actually works on the reader. The ficto/critical point is, firstly, that these constitutive relations are usually being abstracted from in the way we are conditioned
to read. And, secondly, that a self-reflexive awareness of these relations, as relating, would suggest a different picture of how our textual formations and practices
in/form and affect our wider discursive formations and practices.

